Hook up dual cb antennas

And since the feed point is on the bottom corner of the loop, it should be vertically polarized favoring a northern direction i think. u
Every time you move it. Once that was in place I stapled the far end to the corner of my hoo, and just hung the other end from my
gutter at the opposite eave. To get at it with a wrench, he ended up cutting the metal back a bit. They can't all be covered in one article.
Why tune an antenna. You can find a link to an article on. Choose a location This should be done before you ever purchase an antenna.
Home base radios are always nice to have in case of emergencies. Click on the picture below for some Ideas on how to build yours.
Remember the fun part is the experimenting to find what works best for you and your conditions. Some radios have the meter on the
radio. Step Attach the ground wire to the mast anttennas the antenna, run it down to the ground and attach the other side of the wire to
a rod in the ground. How you do this will depend u where you want to run it. Tune the Antenna Tune the antenna. To start fb, I believe
that antennas that you build will give you as much performance, entertainment and satisfaction as the large expensive antennas. A door
jamb mount requires measuring and drilling and adjustments to get the antenna vertical. Needless to say I'm very impressed with the
performance of this antenna. When building your dipole, leave some extra to start with twisted into the loops at the ends. Run the cable
If you have jook installed stereo speakers for your vehicle, you will be familiar with this step. There are many factors hook up dual cb
antennas will affect your specific installation. Home base radios are always nice to have in case of emergencies. Wind loading might
require you to use a heavy wire that won't stretch from the weight of the coax or bending of a tree. Keep your family productive,
connected, entertained, and safe. I may just beef up the bracket a bit install a spacer between the tips of the "U"plastic dip coat it and
put it on the chimney.

